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Exercise 1

Let
dSt = µStdt+ σ(St)dWt, S0 = 100;

where
σ(x) = ax+ b, a, b ≥ 0.

The model S is a model with a displaced local volatility ; the usual geometric Brownian motion model can
be recovered by setting b = 0.

(a) Create a class MyDisplacedLogNormalModel that implements St in Java.

(b) Denote r as the prevailing interest rate. Write a Java class MyDisplacedLogNormalPricer that
will sample ST and compute the price at time t = 0 of the European call option payoff (ST −K)+

by using an Euler scheme. Repeat this for each K = K1, . . .Km.

(c) Set the parameters T = 1, r = 0, a = 0.2, b = 0.05, and choose a set of strike values K1 < . . . < Km

with S0 ∈ (K0,Km).

Using the method

net.finmath.functions.AnalyticFunctions.BlackScholesOptionImpliedVolatility,

compute the Black-Scholes implied volatilities σBS(S) = σBS(C, S,K, T ) on the basis of the Call
prices C(t, T, S,K) for each K = K1, . . . ,Km. Create a report using a spreadsheet and charts that
show the shape of the volatility curve (K,σBS(K)).

(d) Now, by letting a abd b vary, try to generate a ‘smile’ shape of the implied volatility curve K 7→
σBS(C, S,K, T ). As a test, check the cases (a = 0, b 6= 0) and (a 6= 0, b = 0) and some points (a, b)
in between. Write a report describing the behavior of the curve (K,σBS) as a and b are changed. If
you want you can try to repeat this test for different values of T to see if, and how, these patterns
differ.

Exercise 2

Try now to integrate the classes you generated in the exercise above in the structure of the finmath libra-
ry which separates the process from the model, by changing the implementation above as required. Use
as a model the classes net.finmath.montecarlo.assetderivativeevaluation.BlackScholesModel

and net.finmath.montecarlo.assetderivativeevaluation.MonteCarloBlackScholesModel; name-
ly, proceed as follows:

(a) Take all the information relative to the model parameters and put it in a single class
DisplacedLogNormalModel extending AbstractModel along with all the relevant getters and/or
setters;

(b) Write a main simulation class MontecarloDisplacedLogNormalModel implementing
AssetModelMonteCarloInterface which has data fields of type DisplacedLogNormalModel

and Process which are initialised by the constructor. Also provide an overloaded constructor
which accepts no Process parameter but automatically initialises such a field to an Euler Process;

(c) In the MontecarloDisplacedLogNormalModel constructors, insert the main instruction linking the
model and the process allowing for method delegation. Add all the required getters and setters to
this class.


